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Abstract
Title of Research paper:

The Environmental Analysis in
Ship Investment Decision-making

Degree:

MSC

The research paper is a study of environmental impact factors (EIFs) on ship
investment decision-making, comparing each EIF and figure out a comprehensive
ship investment environmental index and verified by a case raised in ship
investment. Then the paper concludes the importance of environmental impact on
ship investment with a further ship investment approach is given out eventually.

A brief look is taken at relevant ship investment researches and the role of
environmental impact on ship investment is examined, and the methodology of
AHP analysis application in EIFs is investigated. With combination of ship
investment environmental function the hierarchy of the EIFs is well structured.

Three ship investment environments: macro-environment, micro-environment and
other direct environment are clearly analyzed with the unique case in the
containership investment. The results are well collated and evaluated according to
the market situation of the time.

The concluding chapters examine the results of the ship investment case and give
out approaches to ship investment flexibly according to the EIFs comprehensive
index. Some recommendations are made concerning the need for further
investigation in the subject.
KEYWORDS:

Ship Investment, Shipping market, AHP, Environment,

Decision-making
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Research Aim

Any shipping company knows how important ships are to its corporate existence
and the company development. This is not only because it is necessary for the
shipping company production facilities, but also because of its huge amount of
investment, long payback period. It s also easy to find out that ship price has huge
volatility in the shipping market, so ship has its relative huge risks. However, the
risk is always an opportunity, many ship owners grow up rapidly through the ship
investment to second-hand ship sale and purchase. There was big news about
well-known Greek shipping owners purchase a total number of 319 second-hand
vessels with very low price in 1983-1986 during the time the market were relatively
a depressing, while sold them in 1988-1990, during that period market began to
wake up (Liu, Shi, Mao, 2000).

The shipping industry is a high-risk industry, and aside from the impact of the
macroeconomic environment, it also affected by the shipping industry s
micro-environment factors. Ships investment is one of the most important
economic activities in the initial part of the shipping enterprises, and it is the direct
driver of increasing the sea-born trade volume; it plays an important role in the
development of international shipping industry.

Under the conditions of market economy, the enterprise should be adapt to
environmental change and gain an invincible position in the fierce competition,
meanwhile enterprises must analyze and master the trend of changes in their
environment by adjusting the business development strategy and business
1

strategies to adapt to environmental change, which will bring about new challenges
and new opportunities.

1.2 Literature Review

For ship investment decision making there are several directions for decision
maker to study, they are: shipping market, sales and purchase market, new
building market, even the world trade market

1.2.1 Summary of Related Studies

As ship market researches are so much crucial, someone has conducted some
studies earlier, mainly in the following outcomes:
(Charenmza, Gronicki, 1981) the two scholars put forward SHACDEM L 1
model

try to find the best way to make quantitative analysis in equilibrium of

supply and demand in world shipping market and world shipbuilding market. The
model with the previous biggest difference is that it believes that world shipping
market and shipbuilding market are imbalance in supplies and demands

so it

identified supply, demand, price by different equations in the two markets. But later
(Beenstock, 1985) proposed theoretical model that freight market and the
shipbuilding market is interrelated, Beenstock first addressed that traditional
market analysis of supply and demand theory does not well apply for the shipping
market in this model this is because the vessels are capital assets the usages of the
ship continues a longer period of time. Beenstock said capital theory should be
used on the ship market analysis and forecasting. More focused study was
processed afterwards, (Beenstock, Vergottis, 1989) applied the theory raised by
Beenstock in 1985, that freight market and shipping market is interrelated. They
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made prediction to word dry bulk market and world oil tanker market, respectively.
They tried to relate freight rate, idle fleet, new ships, second-hand price and fleet
scale, etc. Then made dynamic solution and got a satisfying outcome. However the
sampled data is retrieved from 1960-1985 and the data is not consistent with
statistical standards, accordingly, the result of this model has inaccuracy.
(Glen, 1997) used the Analysis of Contingent Fiscal Risk to analyze the
second-hand ship market and told us a macroscopical vision to judge the ship
investment. Further more some recycling market study gave out some unique
points, like (Manolis, Amir, 2002) they demonstrated the price efficient market
hypothesis of dry bulk vessel does not hold under the assumption of rational
expectations, meanwhile gave out the respective explanation through the
GARCH-M model. When we learned the second hand ship market from previous
experts then some even close view on each kind of vessels were study by
(Sdtsolakis, 2003) who used econometric models to study second-hand bulk carrier
prices by research on data of each kind of ships, with two methods: the structural
equation model-(SEM) and the theoretical vector auto regressive model-(VAR).
After compared the two models and concluded that Structural Equation Models is
even better for political evaluations and economic predictions. Nowadays some
efforts were made by some postgraduates as (Wang, 2004) master graduate form
Dalian Maritime University, in his master thesis, analyzed impact factors of
second-hand ship prices and pricing methods, meanwhile used time series analysis
on second-hand bulk carriers price index then looked for the price variation. Finally
by comparing the changes in the law of the shipping market cycle and summed up
the choice of a shipping investment opportunities.
(Li, 2007) master graduate form Dalian Maritime University, in his master thesis,
used positive analysis methods to make a quantitative analysis of the regularity of
the ship market. He mainly adopted the factor analysis, model building method,
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partial-equilibrium method and dynamic analysis method to study on the ship
market. Finally he obtained an econometric model reflecting the shipping market,
as well as a group of maritime market indicators.

1.2.2 Conclusion

The investment for ships is an important management activity for shipping
companies. The ship price fluctuates badly, so it is imperative for the company to
decide when to buy and sell the ships. The analysis of opportunities for selling and
purchasing for ships can help the company to ascertain the right time for investment
and divestment and give the theoretical guidance for the company s management
and investment activities.

At present, some above researches on the shipping market, ship price trend and
shipbuilding market, which are mostly focused on the traditional regression or
simultaneous equations models based on mainly the premise of the stationary time
series. But most of the economic time series are not stationary leading to spurious
regression of the models, so that the research results are not satisfactory.
Others, however, like focusing on market data index like BDI, BPI, BCI, BSI, etc.

The author find that above researches are not enough for the ship investment study,
ship investment can be talked more on International ship investment environment
impact factors, which are more comprehensive and practical. The International
ship investment environment means the summation of all the factors impact the
International ship investment project. The analysis on the environment factor is the
precondition of evaluation of International ship investment and the implementing
of the International of ship investment.

4

1.3 Research Methods

In this paper AHP is used to support the quantitative analysis in environment
impact on the Ship Investment Decision-making and it is used to create weights to
show the EIFs influencing the ship investment decision-making. As there are lots
of EIFs so how to give out the exactly weight of each criteria is the crucial part of
the SIDM. The AHP helps the decision makers find the one that best suits their
needs and their understanding of the problem.
(Saaty, Alexander, 1989, pp.105-126) also said the AHP is used to create weights
to show the impact on the community of the various proposed development
approaches.
(Oddershede, Arias, Cancino, 2007) expressed that one of the great benefits of the
AHP process, is that it forces people to consciously consider all the factors in a
very detailed way as they give judgments that draw on their perspective and
expertise. In the issue of rural area development, the AHP gives local leaders a way
to include their preferences concerning the economic, public, and environmental
impacts that a new or expanding organization might have on their area.

1.4 Content and Structure

In Chapter 1, detail introduction is given out, especially the previous study on ship
investment area including several markets research study.
In Chapter 2, the existing problems on ship investment are listed and the
environment impact factors of ship investment decision making are introduced.
In Chapter 3, quantitative analysis on ship investment environment gives out
concrete environment function (the relationship among ship investment and the
5

above-mentioned three environmental factors can be reflected by such a function)
and environment index system, and then AHP is well applied for the identifying of
each factors weight, which is the crucial part for the environment impact factor
index calculation.
In Chapter 4, an actual case of ship investment in 1996 verifying how the
environment factors impact on the ship investment.
In Chapter 5, author summarizes the whole paper and put forward to
Time-Space-View in ship investment decision making and explains how to apply
the environment function to investment practice.

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Chapter 2
EXISTING PROBLEMS AND
ENVIRONMNETAL EIFs
Chapter 3
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF
EIFs IN SIDM

Chapter 4
X SHIPPING COMPANY CASE
STUDY
Chapter 5
CONCLUTION

Figure 1-Structure of the Research Paper
Source: Drawn by author:

Copyright DING ZHANGZHANG, WMU-ITL Shanghai, (2010) by
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Chapter 2 Existing Problems and Environmental Impact
Factors (EIFs) of Ship Investment Decision-making
(SIDM)

2.1 Relevant Ship Data

In this paper, as author will illustrate a case analysis of one 5400TEU
containership investment in the chapter afterwards, so here we just analyze the
containership relevant information.

Figure 2-1996-2010 Containership New building Price Index
Source: Clarkson Research Services Limited
http://www.clarksons.net/ts/chart.asp?ts_desc_id=|4390|21382|&title=Container+%3E+Post%2DP
anamax+FCC+%3E+Newbuilding+Prices&expDiv=1-6|2-28|&winW=1155&winH=609

From figure 2, we can clearly find out year 1996 represented the cost of the NB
container ship was a comparably high point, and it had been declined from 1996
to 1999, which was a lower point compared with 2002, the lowest stage across the
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range. Thereafter a recovery was found in 2000, but the price was still low. The
ship prices began to pick up from 2003 to 2007 then the afterward trend was
repeated as 1996 to 2002, however, the declines was expanded.

2.2 Existing Problems in Ship Investment

Carefully studied on the ship investment, we will find an interesting phenomenon,
NB ship market, as ship prices, moves just like the track in the demand and supply
in shipping market.

From 1996 to 1998, with the depress of the shipping market, the NB market also
witnessed a big slide, but in 2000 see figure 3 there was a little recovery, which
pushed the NB market to be healthier(see figure 2). Likewise in 2003 shipping
market strongly rebounded while NB market jumped again, after those like what
happened to figure 2, during the period of 1997-2010 the containership NB prices
trend dropped off immediately.

Figure 3-1996-2010 Containership TC Rate Index

8

Source: Clarkson Research Services Limited
http://www.clarksons.net/ts/ts.asp?ts_desc_id=|1128|&title=All+Containerships+%3E+Timecharte
r+Rates&expDiv=1-18|1-12|1-23|1-23|1-24|1-6|2-27|&winW=1155&winH=609

It is understood that new built ships to be put into operation need to experience a
period of deferment (normally 2 years) that is why shipping companies always
order new ship at a relatively high price level (Ren, 2009), however, when ship is
launched to the shipping market the company would meet the ship supply surplus
situation and the whole company will face the problem of high input, low output,
high consumption of resources and low efficiency.

How to order NB ship in low price level and catch the opportunity of ship demand
surplus when NB ship is launched to the shipping market is a big question mark
for shipping companies.

The main reasons of failure in choosing the right time to invest NB ships are listed
below:
(1) There is a hysteretic nature of NB ship market objectively
There should be 2 years building period between ship s ordering to ship s
launching; during which there are many headache problems exist: capital tied up,
low shipping capacity and the fuzzy market direction.

(2) Decisions are not following the scientific decision-making process strictly
Shipping companies work more quickly and usually make prompt and decisive
decisions. Sometimes they overlook the important role in the scientific
decision-making process and make decisions with shallow culpable plans.

(3) Put too much importance to the near-term shipping capacity demand
Shipping companies often pay more attention to near-term shipping capacity in
9

the market. However ordering new ships is an important part of ship investment,
but ship investment is not just to solve the problems above, it is one of the most
crucial content of merchant shipping activities, which push the production of the shipping
industry increased. It should be the results of comprehensive consideration of

shipping capacity, financial resources and environment impact factors.

(4) Lack of comprehensive factors consideration
The world economy and international trade development will inevitably stimulate
the international shipping market boom. The increasing technology of
shipbuilding and shipbuilding process will reduce the cost of the NB ships. World
political events and other accidents influence ship investment in a certain period.
So we should not only consider in environmental impact factors of politics,
economics and trade, technology and nature, social and cultural, etc but also
shipping market competition and enterprise development strategy, shipbuilding
market changes as well. Others are equally important are that national financial
policy, inflation rate, the relationship between Required Freight Rate and actual
rate.

In this paper the core thought is the link between exploring ship investment and
environmental impact factors, which means how EIFs1 affect SIDM2.

2.3 EIFs of SIDM

Environment is an essential factor for the existence and development of enterprises.
Consequently, the research and analysis on market environment are the prerequisite

1 EIF-Environmental impact factors
2 SIDM-Ship investment decision-making
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for enterprises to run business and make investment. It s a universal truth that the
fittest survives. The effect of environment may result in either opportunity or
challenge (Wu, 2008, pp.36-44).
No matter how many EIFs are there in the International ship investment and how
big of the influence of each factors, in a certain period, these factors will reflect
through supply and demand in international shipping market then finally affect the
International ship investment activity. There are many experts who made huge
efforts in researches of these EIFs.
Freight Rate
Low

High

Recycling
Crude Oil
Product Oil

S and P(O/C)

ASD
Tankers

Metals Ore

Bulk

Nonmetal

WE

Steel

ISF

ISV

Containers
Multi-purpo

Coal

PE

Grain

Shipping Cost

Others

Container
General
Others

SP

General

SE

OE

Delivery

NB

Demand and Supply Balance
Capacity Shortage

Capacity Surplus

Figure 4-Relationships among the EIFs3
3 Figure 4 is drawn by author summarizing the content of Stop ford, M. (2009). Maritime
Economics, (3rd ed., pp. 136-137). London: Routledge.
Chen, J.Y., Tong, C.Q. (1995). International Shipping Market

pp.223-224, 443-391

Dalian:

Dalian Maritime College Press.
Wang, Y.X., Gao, J. (2002). The Analysis on the Environment of International Shipping Market
Business, World Shipping, 25(1), 56-60
PE-Political Events
WE-World Economy
ASD-Average Shipping Distance
ISV-International Shipping Volume
S and P(O/C)-Suez and Panama Canal Open or Close
SE-Ships Efficiency
ISF-International Shipping Fleet
FR-Freight Rate
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Source: Drawn by author:
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Obviously, all these EIFs are not self-governed but interactive among all the EIFs.
For instance, ITV influence PP and PP also affects ITV; some EIFs have
influences on other EIFs, such as ITV, which has impact on SM, PP, CM and EM,
etc as well. (Yu, Zhou, 2001) According to the relationship with SIDM the EIFs
can probably structured as three levels normally.
ITV

ASD

SV

FE

SM

DS

IS

FO

SIDM

PP

EM

FR
CM
TC
CS

LP

ER

Figure 5-Relationships among Ship Investment Decision-making and EIFs4
IMI-Investment main idea
GSP-Government Shipping Policy
SFM-Shipping Finance Market
SP-Ship Price
OE-Operation Environment
4 ITV-International Trade Volume
SV-Shipping Volume
ASD-Average Shipping Distance
FE-Fleet Efficiency
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Source: Shao, R.Q. (1999). A study of analysis of combining ship investing with financing,
Finance & Accounting for Communications, 14(8), 4-6

In Figure 5, the author just from the view point of comprehensive analysis and put
the EIFs into three levels then sum up into four main directions: shipping market,
capital market, public politics and enterprise management. But in this paper it is
aim to find the hierarchy of all the EIFs and no matter which direction the EIFs
belongs to so here the author restructure the levels and give out a more detail and
sensible directions for the further purpose of this research paper.

In this paper EIFs are divided into three parts:
Macro-environment
Micro-environment
Other direct related environment
Macro-environment in this paper means five common environments in economics:
political and legal, economic, technical, natural and social culture environments
(Frankel, 1992). Micro-environment in this paper means environments are in the
particular shipping industry, having the special characteristic of the shipping
industry and also fully interactive in the ship investment. It concludes shipping
market competition factor, NB market changes factor and the actual rate/RFR
factor (Bendall, Stent, 2005). Apart from above EIFs the rest part which directly
influences the ship investment is summed up as other direct related EIFs, which
IS-Investment Stimulation
FR-Flag Registration
CS-Capital Supply
LP-Loan Politics
ER-Exchange Rate
TC-Technical Condition
FO-Fleet Optimality
DS-Development Strategy
SM-Shipping Market
PP-Pubblic Politics
CM-Capital Market
EM-Enterprise Management
SIDM-Ship Investment Decision-making
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include shipping companies development strategy factors, the period and way of
payment factors, capital tied up of cargo on the way in transportation (Huang,
2008).
The relationship among the three parts:
From the view of scale the three types of environmental impact factors follow a
change of getting smaller but from the point of influence the impact of them is
getting more extrusive and if compared from the power of each impact they are
totally various. (See figure 6)

Political and legal

Economic

Macroenvironment
Technical

Natural
Social and cultural

Market competitive

Microenvironment

Building market

Actual freight rate

Enterprise

Other environment

Payment

Capital tied up

Figure 6-The Relationship among the Three Environments
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Source: Drawn by author:
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Besides, compared with the previous two environments for the shipping company
own, it can just adapt to and take advantage of them, while talk about the other
direct related environment shipping company can make changes or improvements
to some extend. So author find investment in ship is not only affected by
macro-environment, but by other environmental factors. Generally speaking, the
enterprise can re-structure the internal micro-environmental elements with its own
effort, but the macro-environmental factors cannot be controlled merely
enterprises have to make investment, enterprises research on them. In order to by
enterprises, instead, run business and make should make the best use of those
advantageous

environmental

factors

and

prevent

been

affected

by

disadvantageous factors. Financially, shipping industry requires heavy investment
and face special risks. Investment in ship is the main investment activity in
shipping industry, from which the industry risks are clearly reflected (Wang, Gao,
2002).

2.4 Macro- environment Impact Factors of SIDM

(1) Political and legal EIFs
Political and legal environment is an aggregation of country or region s political
system, institutions and policies, laws and regulations. These factors often affect
and limit the enterprises business operation, especially in a long-term investment.
From the birth of International shipping industry, it is influenced by each
country s government through direct or indirect support and intervention. In the
colonial period, merchant fleet is a representative of a state power and economic
strength, with a strong political and military color. In the 20th century, the
15

capitalist powers tried to take political measures to support and protect their own
convoys that really help their merchant fleet get a large scale development (Wang,
Lv, 2002). International political factors include every country s state system and
government, tariff, import controls, foreign exchange, price controls, nationalized
policies and group s activities with social interest. Political and legal environment
with a mandatory obligation for enterprises is not be controlled, only to adapt the
environmental needs can those shipping companies survive in the economic
activities.

(2) Economic EIFs
Economic environment is the development trend and characters of the shipping
enterprise's marketing activities (Wang, Lv, 2002). It includes the world economic
development prospects and very countries

economy. World economy

development will affect shipping capacity and the national economy situation is
the basic condition in pushing supply and demand development in the shipping
market. Many factors in political and legal environment actually work for
shipping companies through the economic environment. Economic environment is
the most direct and most important driver for shipping enterprises marketing
activities. Investing in ship in the recovery periods of economy is the best choice
because when the ship is launched the shipping capacity in the market is some
kind of intensive shortage (Heaver, 1993). In the economic recession periods,
investing in ship is the most unfavorable activity because on the back of the
recession is a long depression, the high price of NB ship, the long idle time, the
higher cost of business operation are all great burdens. In early 1990s, on the basis
of the political situation, shipping industry was in the belief of world trade
booming development, especially Asian

Four Dragons

5

and the Chinese

5 From the 1960s, South Korea, Singapore and China Taiwan, China Hong Kong, promoted the development
of strategic focusing on labor-intensive manufacturing export, in a short period of the economic take off. the
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economy growth exceeded the growth of shipping volume dramatically (Heaver,
1993). Generally, the current international and domestic economic development
has a huge motivation on the shipbuilding industry and shipping industry.

(3) Technical EIFs
Technology environmental factors are the general level of present social
technology trends, changes and technological breakthrough affected on enterprises.
It has characters of worldwide influence and frequent changes. New technology
affects the ship investment in two respects: On one hand, it reduces the cost of the
ship building and made the investment to be more scientific, on the other hand, it
extend shipping market cause the ship investment would require more on the ship
amount. For the technology options, the mature technology gains reliability and
security, and the equipment maintenance and supply of spare parts are very
convenient. Modern science and technology have been made progress in the
development of International shipping market but also brought new opportunities
for shipping enterprise (Frankel, 1989). Enhanced shipbuilding technology will
make the large-scale-ship trend to be possible.
The huge tankers and the fifth generation containerships brought considerable
economic scale and efficiency to international shipping businesses with more
secure, fast in shipping operation. The information technology applied by the
multimodal transportation and logistics companies developed the logistic industry
comprehensively.

(4) Natural EIFs
Environmental factors include the geography and climate, the resources
distribution, resource exploitation and coastal zone in the country or region, etc.
so-called east Asian model is well known through out the world, they are therefore called as" Asian Four
Dragons "

17

These factors will impact heavily on the development of the shipping industry and
shipping companies.
First, it affects the activities of the shipping market, the shipping business and
then the demand of ship investment. For example, natural deepwater port and the
superior location are the important basic for an international shipping centre for
Hong Kong; OOCL and NOL are listed in top 20 international container liner
companies, which definitely lie in their headquarters

location in the

Asia-America, Asia and Europe, where the good geographic advantage are being
taken (Ren, 2009). In Hong Kong ship investing activities is vigorous obviously.
It also can be understood that Shanghai, the eastern coastal port in China, it has
the advantageous geography, broad economic hinterland, frequent traffic, and
sufficient links between inland and air in the eastern harbor. Further more the city
is aiming at being an International economic, financial and trading center and
after that Shanghai is going to be an International shipping center, which attracted
many shipping companies worldwide to broaden the shipping industry in China
and the COSCO group and CSCL have already set their headquarters in Shanghai
(Ren, 2009). Without doubt the flourishing ship investment activities are also in
Shanghai. Superior environment factors will increase the easiness in production
and operations, contrarily the abominable natural environment will add the risks
in daily business operations.

(5) Social and cultural EIFs
Social and cultural factors mean the whole social development of the common
situation

including

prevailing

moral

standards

and

cultural

traditions,

demographic changes, educations, values and social structures and so on. Social
and cultural environment has direct or indirect impact on enterprises investment.
Although they do not participate directly in a shipping company s business, and
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sometimes an impolitic approach to the development of the enterprise will be
enormous losses. Publicities such as newspapers, magazines, radio and television
are prominent roles in enterprises prestige and future development. A company
welcomed by the local public, which is conducive to the shipping business and
marketing and financing of the work carried out and its investment activities will
also be supported (Yu, Zhou, 2001). Good social and cultural environment will
promote the ship investment activities and stimulate future operations of shipping
business.

2.5 Micro-environment Impact Factors of SIDM

(1) Market competitive EIFs
Market competition environment mainly include competition fierce degree and
the number of competitors. Market competition environmental factors have
impact on how to satisfy the current and anticipated market competition and
adjust its policy on investment.

(a) Shipping market competition type
Market competition structure is market commodities or services competition
patterns, which reflects the level of market competition situation (Heaver, 1993).
Generally, market structure is divided into three types.
Perfectly competitive shipping market

Spot chartering market

There are large numbers of shipping companies (or its agents) and caterers (or its
agents), their respective trading volume or trading scale are insignificant to the
whole market and they can not affect market rates. Individual charter or an owner
only can accept market rates. There is no collusion between shipping companies
and all of them make decisions independently. There is only one exactly the same
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product to the market, no difference shipping services are provided by a shipping
company or an agent. That is also to say the shipping services of each shipping
company in the market can be substituted entirely. Shipping companies entering
in or retreating from the market is without any constraints and limitations. The
only requirement of entering or retreating is whether the market profitable or not
(Heaver, 1993).
Imperfectly competitive shipping market Time chartering market
The time chartering market is between perfectly competition and oligarchy
monopoly competition. On one hand it s like the perfectly competition market as
there are many shipping companies and charters engaged in the shipping business.
On the other hand there exists difference: that is the cargo owners and the ship
owner can control or influence the market rate in a certain extent (Heaver, 1993).
However some time the charter of the perfectly competition really weaken the
strength of this trend so the market competition will make the time chartering
market even healthier.
Oligopoly shipping market

Regular shipping market

Regular shipping market (Liner shipping market) is a monopoly or oligopoly
market (Frankel, 1989). Fewer large-scale shipping companies monopolize the
market but provide almost the same shipping capacities to the whole market
controlling the whole markets shipping volume. Shipping companies economic
activities, the level of rates and market changes, are under the control of the
freight conferences (monopoly organization). The flexibility of shipping
companies changing the routes or freight rates is smaller.

(b) China s shipping market competition situation
There is excessive competition in International shipping market in China.
Namely, shipping capacity surplus and floundering freight rate
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Foreign shipping companies pierce into the Chinese container transportation
market and bring Chinese shipping companies enormous shock (Lin, 1998).
Ill-formed order
When providing quality and convenience of service to Chinese import and export
trade however, at the same time, the foreign shipping companies take advantages
of irregular shipping market orders and laws to process unfair competition, which
include overstepping authority to conduct business, illegal rebates, high salaries
recruitment, further more they dig through joint ventures then capture the inland
transportation finally bring the Chinese shipping companies tremendous threats
(Lin, 1998).

(2) Actual freight rate EIFs
The impact of actual freight rates on ship investments can be talked in two aspects:
One is the influence of actual rate on investment decision-making; another is how
the relationship between actual freight rate and required freight rate influence the
ship investment decision-making. Required freight rate means the rate should
meet the benchmark yield, the necessary transportation unit freight income, which
can be used as the benchmark of setting the freight rate, The indicators can be
interpreted as a transportation unit cost under the computation of dynamic method,
which can guarantee a certain amount of investment yield, namely, a cost of
maintaining profit and loss balance (Lin, 1998). When estimating the SIDM, if
any calculation of required freight rate is smaller than the actual freight rates, then
the plan is workable, if not withdraw the plan.

(3) Shipbuilding market EIFs
Changes in shipbuilding market devote to the changes of new ship delivery volume.
Vessels trading market is often a reflection of idle tonnages orientation in enter
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or leave the market; the recycling market is the important link in adjusting the
shipping capacities (Sloggett, 1984, pp.35-38). When analyze or predict the
shipping capacities and to make further SIDM we must combine with those
relevant market changes and watch on the new building ship ordering tonnages,
delivery tonnages, recycling tonnages, secondhand sales and purchase volume and
the ship price, etc. Then well control the market trend and adjust the shipping
companies ship investment decision-making plan in time.

2.6 Other Direct Related Environment Impact Factors of SIDM

(1) Enterprise development EIFs
Enterprise development like a strategy means plans, stratagems, patterns,
positioning and concepts (Shao, 1994). It has a long-term and global character.
Enterprise development factors mean that conducting investment activities is in
order to meet the development of the enterprise strategies.

(a) Fleet planning factors
The fleet planning is the core of the enterprise s general plan. It is the most
important strategic decision related to the company s future development
(Sloggett, 1984). The core of fleet planning is new ship ordering and reforming
old vessels because these are involved in great amount of capital and long period
of time in the project after that the usage of the ship is comparably long. Therefore,
fleet planning is a complex and crucial work. Making fleet planning can not just
according to the experience or qualitative logical analysis but spends more time
on research then make the judgments.

(b) Ship life cycle factors
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There are three types of ship life cycle: physical, technical and economic life
cycle. In terms of updating the ship, usually it is compared with economic life.
Ship s economic life is not influenced by operation cost but by the increasing rate
of operation cost and the initial capital input (Lin, 1998). Existing ship has
economic life, it made the average annual cost to be a minimum, namely, the
current operating cost, on which is the updating point. At the updating point, the
lowest point of average total annual cost intersects the operation cost function.
Therefore when the operation cost is equal or higher than a new ship s estimated
lowest average total annual cost, the ship should be updated.

(2) Payment EIFs
There are many kinds of ship payment. Some is totally paid after signing the
contract, but mostly is divided payments during the ship construction period.
From the contract signing to the ship delivery the payment of the ship price can be
compelled as (5%+5%+5%+5%+80%) in five installment (10% + 20% + 30%
+40% or 25% + 25% + 25% + 25%) in four installment, etc (Shao, 1994).
Normally according to the process of signing the contract, laying down the keel,
launching, and delivering the four construction period. Different way of payment
(including the way of payment to the ship yard and the loan to the bank) finally
will hardly influence the total investment and NPV. Obviously, if the two indexes
are the smallest the plan will be the optimal one, so choose the various way of
payment depends on comparing different shipyards and financial organizations.

(3) Cargo capital tied up EIFs
Cargos in the transportation more or less will cause capital tied up, which is harm
to the whole countries economic circulation. So from the position of a country or
a society we should accelerate the transportation speed. However, for shipping
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companies, in order to accelerate the speed the investment should be increased
and the fuel expenses is going up then make shipping companies lose profit. The
time in the transportation on the sea rests with the ship tonnage and ship speed
closely (Lv, Zhang, Li, 2001, pp.45-46). When making the plan of ship
investment we should put more emphasis on ship tonnage and speed to loosen the
capital tied up during the transportation.
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Chapter 3 Quantitative Analysis of EIFs in SIDM

3.1 Ship Investment Environment Function

The investment environment is the key factor influences on the investment in ships.
After the deeply analysis of three types of environment in Chapter 2 now we are
going to funnel the analysis into a quantitative way.
Macro-environmental, micro-environmental and other direct related environmental
EIFs have functional relationship, so it is expressed as ship investment environment
function. α β

γ

stands for the weight of each environment.

Ie =αf1 +βf2+ γf3
f1 =f (X1

X2

X3

f2=f (A1

A2 A3 )

f3=1.(B1

B2

X4

X5)

B3)

Ie

Ship investment environment index

f1

Macro-environmental function
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5, respectively stands for political and legal EIFs, economic
EIFs, technical EIFs, natural EIFs, social and cultural EIFs

f2

Micro-environmental function
A1, A2, A3, respectively stands for market competitive EIFs, actual freight rate
EIFs, shipbuilding market EIFs

f3

Other direct related environmental function
B1 B2 B3, respectively stands for enterprise development EIFs, payment EIFs,
cargo capital tied up EIFs
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3. 2 AHP Method Analysis of Environmental Impact of SIDM

(1) Introduction of AHP
In this paper AHP is used to support the quantitative analysis in environment
impact on the Ship Investment Decision-making and it is called The Analytical
Hierarchy Process developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970s. AHP is a
versatile

and

proven

decision

support

system

for

multiple

attribute

decision-making. It incorporates subjective data along with tangible data to enable
decision makers to organize and evaluate the relative importance of their
objectives, alternatives, and/or solutions. (Navneet, Rai, 2004)

(a) AHP characters:
Firstly, it divides a problem into each factor, then structure the hierarchy of the
factors as per the relationships between very two factors. Next, analysis from each
level

make pair wise comparison. Finally make comprehensive optimal choice

gradually.

(b) Pair wise comparison matrices and criterion value
We need to build pair wise comparison matrices and give out each criterion value,
namely, Importance . It is measured on an integer-value 1-9 scale in the table
below:

Table 1-Criterion s Value6
Value of aij

Interpretation

6 To get the weights, we need to form a matrix A, which is known as the pairwise comparison
matrix. The entry in row i and column j of A, labeled aij, indicates how much more (or less)
important objective i is than objective j
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1

Objective i and j are equally important

3

Objective i is slightly more important than j

5

Objective i is strongly more important than j

7

Objective i is very strongly more important than j

9

Objective i is absolutely more important than j

Source: Yuan, Q. (2009). Decision-making Techniques. Unpublished ITL01DMT-lecture handout,
World Maritim University-Shanghai Maritime University, Shanghai, China.

(c) AHP steps
Identify the problem

Structure the hierarchy

Optimum order method

Analytic hierarchy
Refuse

Check for consistency
Accept
Conclusion

Figure 7-AHP Steps
Source: Jean, C.P., Sergio.B.R.(2000). Multi-criterion decision in management: principles and
practice, (pp.556-557). Nether land: Springer Netherlands.

All below given weights and calculations please see Appendix 1-6, which
conclude the questionnaire of weight and fuzzy subordinative degree of each EIF.

(2) AHP analysis in EIFs for SIDM
27

(a) EIFs for SIDM hierarchy

Table 2-EIFs for SIDM Hierarchy- Environmental Index System
The first level

The second level

Macro-environment
Y1

Micro-environment
Y2
Other direct related
environment
Y3
Source: Drawn by author:

The third level
X1-political and legal EIFs
X2-economic EIFs
X3-technical EIFs
X4-natural EIFs
X5-social and cultural EIFs
A1-market competitive EIFs
A2-shipbuilding market EIFs
A3-actual freight rate EIFs
B1-enterprise development EIFs
B2-payment EIFs
B3-cargo capital tied up EIFs

Copyright DING ZHANGZHANG, WMU-ITL Shanghai, (2010) by
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(b) Structure pairwise comparison matrix

Macro-environment

Table 3-Macro-environment Pairwise Comparison Matrix
Y1

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

∑ XI

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5

1
9
7
5
2

1/9
1
1/5
1/6
1/7

1/7
5
1
1/4
1/5

1/5
6
4
1
1/3

1/2
7
5
3
1

0.0359
0.5390
0.2433
0.1235
0.0583

Source: Drawn by author:

Copyright DING ZHANGZHANG, WMU-ITL Shanghai, (2010) by
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CR=0.08981833<1 so the consistency is good

Micro-environment

Table 4-Micro-environment Pairwise Comparison Matrix
Y2

A1

A2

A3

∑A

A1

1

9

5

0.7352

A2

1/9

1

1/4

0.0654

A3

1/5

4

1

0.1994

Source: Drawn by author:
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CR=0.06965829<1 so the consistency is good

Other direct related environment

Table 5-Other Direct Related Environment Pairwise Comparison Matrix
Y3

B1

B2

B3

∑B

B1

1

5

9

0.7352

B2

1/5

1

4

0.1994

B3

1/9

1/4

1

0.0654

Source: Drawn by author:

Copyright DING ZHANGZHANG, WMU-ITL Shanghai, (2010) by
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CR=0.06965829<1 so the consistency is good

Define the weights in environmental index system pairwise comparison matrix
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Table 6- Environmental Index System Pairwise Comparison Matrix
Ie

Y1

Y2

Y3

∑ YI

Y1

1

1/6

1/3

0.1154

Y2

6

1

1/7

0.2731

Y3

3

7

1

0.6115

Source: Drawn by author:
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CR=0.86803567<1 so the consistency is good

(c) EIFs calculation table for environmental index

Table 7-EIFs Calculation Table for Environmental Index7

7 P&L- political and legal EIFs
E- economic EIFs
T- technical EIFs
N-natural EIFs
S&C-social and cultural EIFs
MC-market competitive EIFs
SM-shipbuilding market EIFs
AFR-actual freight rate EIFs
ED-enterprise development EIFs
P-payment EIFs
CCTU-cargo capital tied up EIFs
AFR-actual freight rate
RFR-required freight rate
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Source: Drawn by author:
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According to the Environmental Index calculation we can analysis the EIFs in the
SIDM systematically, quantitatively. Specific approach is firstly, according to the
environmental factors listed in the table determine the level of environment at that
time then give points and calculate in subtotal column. Secondly, time the points
in subtotal column to weight 1, which stand for importance of the EIFs after that
fill the consequence in the total column. Thirdly, time the total column to weight 2,
which refers to the weights of three environments: α, β, γ then fill in the weight 3,
which are the index of each environment. Finally, sum up the three
sub-environment index then we can get the Ie, namely, the comprehensive
environment index.
During the ship investment activities, compare to the comprehensive environment
index of the time can avoid the risk of environment changes in ship investment.

3. 3 Ships Investment Environment Index Model
Ie =αf1 +βf2+ γf3
f1 =f (X1

X2

X3

f2=f (A1

A2 A3 )

f3=1.(B1

B2

X4

X5)

B3)

NPV>0
Tp<To
IRR>ro

Ie

Ship investment environment index

f1

Macro-environmental function
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5, respectively stands for political and legal EIFs, economic
EIFs, technical EIFs, natural EIFs, social and cultural EIFs
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f2

Micro-environmental function
A1, A2, A3, respectively stands for market competitive EIFs, actual freight rate
EIFs, shipbuilding market EIFs

f3

Other direct related environmental function
B1 B2 B3, respectively stands for enterprise development EIFs, payment EIFs,
cargo capital tied up EIFs

In the ships investment environment index model, market feasibility analysis and
technical feasibility analysis should be satisfied firstly. Ship investment should be
processed on the basic of ship investment environment function. The three
restrictions means that the final ship investment plan should be examined by the
financial indicators, namely, net cash flow must be greater than zero; payback
time is less than ship life cycle time; internal rate of return must be greater than
the benchmark rate of return(Goss, 1987).
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Chapter 4 Case Analysis: Ship Investment of X Shipping
Company
As we have talked about the changes of containership market in the late 90s are
similar to the trend in 2008 to 2010 (see Chapter 2 figure 2 and figure 3),
therefore, in this paper the author adopted a ship investment case in the late 90s to
illustrate the current ship investment decision-making and favor the shipping
companies nowadays. The case is about an investment of a 5th generation
5400TEU containership in 1996, and through the calculation of finance indicators,
give out an assessment on the investment activity and analysis the EIFs influenced
on this investment then conclude the influence of the EIFs in ship investment. The
author is aiming at making verification through the analysis on this case.

4.1 Background of the Case

(1) Brief introduction of the X Company8
X company was set up in Shanghai by several state-owned companies from
recapitalizing assets and it is specially engaged in container transportation
businesses. X company is belong to a group enterprise. Scope of business mainly
include: the international and national maritime container transport and booking,
ship chartering, sales and purchase of ships, ship materials, spare parts, food and
fuel supply it is also dealing with the other marine business and inland
transportation and shipping agency, the assignment of seafarer, and warehousing,
multimodal transportation such logistics services.

8 X Company is a state owned shipping company under the Sino group, which for some reasons
of confidential to the shipping business so the author is not authorized to disclose the real company
name but the case quoted in the thesis is the real case in the company s agenda in early 90s.
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(2) Introduction of the investment
In the beginning of 1996

the X company made a ship investment decision

according to company self-evaluation and the market situation of the time. A
portion of funds were raised to order a containership of 5400TEU in a Japanese
shipyard. Ship price was 79 million USD. Ship specification is listed as: LOA:
280m; Beam: 39.8m; Depth: 23.6m; Speed: 24.5k; Endurance capacity of 20,200
sea miles. The Japanese ship yard started the construction of the ship in 1996 T=2
years. The containership would be engaged in shipping businesses of the Pacific
Ocean routes.
The ship service life was 15 years, residual rate was 5%.
The funds of building this containership were made up of two parts: one was the
company 20% and the rest of them were the loan from Banks.
The payment was that in the end of 1995 the company should prepay 20% one
year later 40% of the ship price would be paid when laying down the keel. Once
the building project was completed the rest of the money would be paid at once.
Annual interest rate of bank loans was 6.5% before completion of the project the
company only had interest-bearing but no need to pay the loans.
After launching the ship the company started to repay the loans in 7 years. (See
table 8 and table 9)9

Table 8-Annual Investment (Million USD)
End of Year

95

96

97

Sum

Total Cost

15.80

31.60

31.60

79.00

Self Finance

3.16

6.32

6.32

15.8

Source: Drawn by author:

Copyright DING ZHANGZHANG, WMU-ITL Shanghai, (2010) by
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9 Data was collected form the X company internal information.
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Table 9-Annual Loan Requirey (Million USD)
End of Year

95

96

97

Sum

Total Cost

15.80

31.60

31.60

79.00

Self Finance

3.16

6.32

6.32

15.80

12.64

25.28

25.28

63.20

Loan
Requirey
Source: Drawn by author:
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4.2 Investment Evaluation

(1) Finance indicators

(a) Construction period interest calculation10

Table 10-Construction Period Interest Calculation (Million USD)
Year

95

96

97

98

Debt

0

12.64

40.3848

69.933

12.64

25.28

25.28

Total
Interest in

Loan

Building

Requirey
Interest

Memo

0

Accumulation 12.64
Source: Drawn by author:

2.4648

4.2682

Period:

40.3848

69.933

6.733

Copyright DING ZHANGZHANG, WMU-ITL Shanghai, (2010) by
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(b) Depreciation of ship
Ship depreciable life was 15 years; the residual value was 5%. Interest during the
10 Data was collected form the X company internal information
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construction included within fixed assets:
Annual depreciation = (79.00+6.733)

(1-5%)/15=5.4298(Million USD)

Residual value of fixed assets in the 15th year:
(79.00+6.733)-5.4298 12=20.5759(Million USD)

(c) Ship investment repayment plan and interest calculation11

Table 11-Ship Investment Repayment Plan & Interest Calculation (Million USD)
End of Year

98

Debt

99

00

01

02

03

04

69.9330 59.9426 49.9522

39.9618

29.9714

19.9810

9.9906

Interest Paid

4.5456

3.8963

3.2469

2.5975

1.9481

1.2988

0.6494

Debt Paid

9.9904

9.9904

9.9904

9.9904

9.9904

9.9904

9.9906

29.9714

19.9810

9.9906

0

Accumulation 59.9426 49.9522 39.9618
Debt
Source: Drawn by author:
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(d) Calculation of profit and income tax12

Table 12-(a)-Profit and Income Tax (Million USD)
Year

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Operating income

43.00

58.30

66.40

59.20

48.00

68.30

57.20

Operating costs

40.50

43.80

47.90

44.70

43.00

49.80

44.95

Depreciation

5.4298

5.4298

5.4298

5.4298

5.4298

5.4298

5.4298

Debt interest

4.5456

3.8963

3.2469

2.5975

1.9481

1.2988

0.6494

Tax & surcharges

0.06

0.065

0.07

0.065

0.06

0.07

0.065

Items

11 Data was collected form the X company internal information
12 Data was collected form the X company internal information
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Total Profit

-7.5354 5.1089

9.7533

6.4077

-2.4379 11.7014 6.1058

Income tax

0

3.2186

2.1145

0

Profit after tax

-7.5354 3.423

6.5347

4.29112 -2.4379 7.84

1.6859

Source: Drawn by author:

3.8615

2.0149
4.0909
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Table 12-(b)-Profit and Income Tax 13 (Million USD)
2005
57.20
44.95
5.4298
0
0.065
6.7552
2.2292
4.526

2006
57.20
44.95
5.42.98
0
0.065
6.7552
2.2292
4.526

2007
57.20
44.95
5.4298
0
0.065
6.7552
2.2292
4.526

Source: Drawn by author:

2008
57.20
44.95
5.4298
0
0.065
6.7552
2.2292
4.526

2009
57.20
44.95
5.4298
0
0.065
6.7552
2.2292
4.526

2010
57.20
44.95
5.4298
0
0.065
6.7552
2.2292
4.526

2011
57.20
44.95
5.4298
0
0.065
6.7552
2.2292
4.526

2012
57.20
44.95
5.4298
0
0.065
6.7552
2.2292
4.526
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(e) The whole project cash flow and internal rate of return

Table13-(a)-The Whole Project Cash Flow & IRR (Million USD)
End of year
Construction period

Production period

Items
95

96

97

98

99

00

01

02

43.00

58.30

66.40

59.20

48.00

Cash inflow
Operating income
Fixed

assets

recovery

13 Data was collected form the X company internal information. As the company has a number of
tax free policy, so the tax shared annually was small.
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Cash outflow
Fixed investment

15.80

31.60

31.60

Operating costs

40.50

43.80

47.90

44.70

43.00

Tax & surcharges

0.06

0.065

0.07

0.065

0.06

Income tax

0

1.6859

3.2186

2.1145

0

2.44

12.7491

15.2114

12.3205

4.94

Net cash flow

-15.80

Source: Drawn by author:

-31.60

-31.60
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Table13-(b)-The Whole Project Cash Flow & IRR (Million USD)
Production period
03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

68.30

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20
20.5759

49.80

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

0.07

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

3.8615

2.0149

2.2292 2.2292 2.2292 2.2292 2.2292 2.2292 2.2292 2.2292

14.5685 10.1701 9.9558 9.9558 9.9558 9.9558 9.9558 9.9558 9.9558 30.5317
Source: Drawn by author:
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Investment Payback period: Pt=10. 153 years
Benchmark rate of return: if I0=8% Dynamic investment recovery period: T=17.
39 years
When I=8%,
NPV=-15.80-31.60(P/F,8%,1)-31.60P/F,8%,2)+2.44(P/F,8%,3)+12.7491(P/F,80

39

%,4)+15.2114(P/F,8%,5)+12.3205(P/F,8%,6)+4.94(P/F,8%,7)+14.5685(P/F,80%,
8)+10.170l(P/F,80%,9) +9.9558(P/F,80%,10)(P/A,8%,7)+30.5317(P/F,8%,18)
=-15.80-31.60 0.9259-31.60 0.8573+2.44 0.7938+12.7491 0.7350+15.2114 0.
6806+12.3205 0.6302+4.94 0.5835+14.5685 0.5403+10.1701 0.5002+9.9558
5.2064 0.4289+30.5317 0.3971 0.2502=2.987 2(Million USD)

When I=9% calculation process is like I=8%.
NPV=-0.9047(Million USD)
Interpolation Method Internal Rate of Return:
I=8%+((298.72-0)/(298.72+90.47)) 1%=8.77%
IRR=8.77%.

(6) Own funds cash flow and internal rate of return14

Table 14-(a)-Own Funds Cash Flow & IRR (Million USD)
End of year
Construction period

Production period

Items
95

96

97

98

99

00

01

02

43.00

58.30

66.40

59.20

48.00

40.50

43.80

47.90

44.70

43.00

Cash inflow
Operating income
Fixed

assets

recovery

Cash outflow
Fixed investment
Operating costs

3.16

6.32

6.32

14 Data was collected form the X company internal information
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Tax & surcharges

0.06

0.065

0.07

Income tax

0

1.6859

3.2186 2.1145

0

Repay the principal

9.9904

9.9904

9.9904 9.9904

9.9904

4.5456

3.8963

3.2469 2.5975

1.9481

amount

of

0.065

0.06

fixed

investment
Repay the interest
of fixed investment

Net cash flow

-3.16 -6.32 -6.32 -12.096 -1.1376 1.9741 -0.2674 -6.6985

Source: Drawn by author:
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Table 14-(b)-Own Funds Cash Flow & IRR (Million USD)
Production period
03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

68.30

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20

57.20
20.5759

49.80

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

44.95

0.07

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

0.065

3.8615 2.0149

2.2292 2.2292 2.2292 2.2292 2.2292 2.2292 2.2292 2.2292

9.9904 9.9906

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.2988 0.6494

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.2793 -0.4699 9.9558 9.9558 9.9558 9.9558 9.9558 9.9558 9.9558 30.5317
Source: Drawn by author:
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Investment Payback period: Pt=12. 898 years
Benchmark rate of return: I0=8%
T=17.71years

Dynamic investment recovery period:

When I=8% the calculation process is like the one of whole project cash flow and
internal rate of return.
NPV=5.4136(Million USD)

When I=9%, the calculation process is like the one of whole project cash flow and
internal rate of return.
NPV=1.9391(Million USD)

When I=10% the calculation process is like the one of whole project cash flow
and internal rate of return.
NPV=-1.0019(Million USD)

Interpolation Method Internal Rate of Return:
I=9%+((193.91-0)(193.91+ 100.19)) 1%=9.66%
So IRR=9.66%

(2) Investment evaluations
For the whole project, investment payback period: Pt=10. 153 years, means that
the company used the cash flow gained in the project to payback the investment in
the beginning of the project needed 10.53 years. When considering the time value
and benchmark rate of return: if I0=8%

Dynamic investment recovery period:

T=17.39 years, means that the company used the cash flow gained in the project
to payback the investment in the beginning of the project needed 17.39years,
which expresses the net cash flow was small and the return from the project was
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not so satisfying and would be easily affected by the operation environment.
IRR=8.77%>6.5% (Interest rate of bank loans), means for capital coat part it
could be accepted at that time
NPV=2.9872 Million USD, means the project s contribution.

For own funds, investment payback period: Pt=12.898years, means that the
company used the cash flow gained in the project invested by own funds to
payback the investment in the beginning of the project needed 12.898years. When
considering the time value and benchmark rate of return:I0=8%
investment recovery period=17.71years

Dynamic

which expresses the net cash flow was

small and the return from the project was not so satisfying and would be easily
affected by the operation environment. IRR=9.66%>6.5% (Interest rate of bank
loans), means for capital coat part it could be accepted.
NPV=5.4136 Million USD means the project s contribution, the bigger the NPV is
the more value will be added to the company (Lv, Zhang, Li, 2001).

4.3 Environmental Impact on SIDM of X Company

4.3.1Quantitative Analysis of Ship Investment Environment

(1) Economic EIFs
In 1995, world economic performance was good, the international trade developed
rapidly. However, the shipping market was small of the time and market
competition was weak (Wang, Lv, 2002). There was shipping capacity shortage in
the market and market rate was high as well. Shipping companies enjoyed a Gold
Rush time during that period. Many shipping companies began to order new ship
in order to increase the market share, which resulted in the increase of the ship
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prices.
With the abrupt capacity increased from1996, shipping market economy began to
fall and the ship price declined as well. Particularly in this case the world total
cellular containership deliveries numbers and 5400TEU containership NB Price
can well self-explained the situation of the time (See figure 8 and figure 9)

World Total Celluar Containership Deliveries
Numbers
500
400
300
200

367 398
212

260 266

100

129 157

188 202 182 177

264

431
277

38

0

Year

Figure 8-World Total Containership Deliveries Numbers15
Source: Drawn by author:
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15 Source: Clarkson ship data:SRO_Spring 2010_Section _3, Page 107-109
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5400 Cellular NB Price
120
100
80
60

67

66

74.3
58

53

57

60.3

87.4 85

85

95.3
81.7

52.3 55.8

40
20
0
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Figure 9-5400TEU Containership NB Price16
Source: Drawn by author:
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However, in 1997 the Asia economic crisis hardly attacked the shipping market
and in 1998 the market bottom was hit (Shao, 1999). Before 2000 the world
container ship got a going up trend the market had witnessed five consecutive
years of declining.

(2) Technical EIFs
As shipbuilding technology and ship power equipment developed, improved
construction process and the upgrading of ship machinery and electrical
equipment; the cost of ships would become lower (Frenkel, 1991). Therefore, it s
necessary to choose a reasonable technical environment opportunity to reduce the
shipbuilding cost. Further more, to choose a mature shipbuilding technology to
improve the ship s security, life cycle and reduce the daily management and
maintenance costs are very necessary. The modern container ship technique
development trend is upsizing and high-speeding. Table 15 discloses the
16 Source: Clarkson ship data:SRO_Spring 2010_Section _3, Page 140
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evolvement of the container ship development.

Table 15-The Evolvement of Container Ships17
Semi-container
The 1st Generation

The 2nd
Generation

1966<; International
transportation

1971<; Large ship &
long distance
transportation

ship
Year

>1966; domestic
coastal routes

Route

USA Australia
domestic routes

Pacific-Atlantic International
routes

Cross Far East,
Europe or more than
two continents long
distance routes;
*Feeder network
*Land Bridge

Slot

Mainly 500TEU
conversion ships

700-1500TEU

1800-2400TEU

Speed
Beam
Layer

23k
25-30m

In Hull

6

7-9

On Deck

2

2-3

Mainly 20 40 Foot ISO
Steel box increased

High:9.6Foot HC
shown up; mainly
steel

Container

17 24 35 Foot
Mainly aluminum

Others

Ro-Ro ships shown up

The 3rd
Generation
Year

The 4th Generation

(1973 Oil crisis
1988<; Panamax, Postpanamax
1978<; existing ships
age start
energy conservation

26k
32.2m Panamax

Lighter and Seabee
aboard ships

The 5th
Generation
1996<;Postpanamax
to be the main trend

17 Table 15 was drawn according to the information in
Ren, X.Y. (2009). International Container Shipping Market Review and Outlook. Shipping
Information,1, 20-24
Yu, S.H., Zhou. B.H. (2001). The World Ship Market in the Turn of the Century. Ships,1, 6-10
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Route

Global liners no bigger than
Expand on the basic of
Panamax ; Postpanamax in Far
the 2nd generation
East-Europe routes
No bigger than
Postpanamax
Panamax
4100-4800TEU
3600-4400TEU
23-24.5k
23-24k
32.2m
37.1-37.75m

Europe / Far East /
U.S. West Coast
Pendulum
transportation begin
Postpanamax
4900-7200TEU

Slot

1700-2500TEU

Speed
Beam
Layer

20-22k
32.2m

In Hull

8

8

8

9

On Deck

3

4-5

4-5

5-6

Exceed ISO size; Super
Container
45 48 Foot ; mainly on deck
load

Container

Others

40-42.8m

The 2nd Large Ro-Ro
Ships were in
operation 1700TEU

Source: Drawn by author:

Large container ships without
hatch cover were in operation
Dec 1991

Global Alliance;
Feeder ships
improvement
Long-distance and
large-scale
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Form table 15, we can see the trend of containerships of upsizing and
high-speeding.
In 1996

5500TEU container ship was one kind of new ship type in the shipping

market,(see figure 10) and the ship price of 79 million USD, which was pretty
high compared with price level of the same kind ships nowadays. That was
doomed to bear higher costs in the future operation. It was even worse that the
5500TEU containership had poor efficiency because of the recession in the
afterwards market development.
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Development of Post-Pananax Container Ships
HDW,1988
Max Capacity
4500TEU
L=260.0m
B=39.4m
D=23.6m
d=12.5m

HDW,1993
Max Capacity
4800TEU
L=262.0m
B=40.0m
D=24.3m
d=14.0m

Samsung,1996
Max Capacity
5500TEU
L=263.0m
B=40.0m
D=24.3m
d=14.0m

Odense,1997
Max Capacity
7000TEU
L=326.4m
B=42.8m
D=24.1m
d=14.5m

HDW Project
Max Capacity
8000TEU
L=325.0m
B=46.0m
D=27.1m
d=14.0m

Figure 10-Developmnet of Post-Panamax Container Ships
Source: http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/systems/ship/container-types.htm Retrieved on
April 30, 2010.

(3) Political and legal EIFs
Political and other occasional events have a certain impact on ship investment
(Ariel, 1990). For instance, in the second half of 1997 the Asian financial crisis
occurred, but after the Asian financial crisis, with the Asian economy was close to
collapse overnight, the world economy and international trade inevitably was hit
hard. Then the shipping market was all the way down, to 1998, the shipping
market reached the bottom (Liu, Shi, Mao, 2000). This is undoubtedly bad news
for a 1996 built large container ship. Because the high cost of maintaining new
ships, once the ship is idle the economic losses is large. But the new ships have
technical and economic performance, high handling efficiency, low energy
consumption and maintenance, repair, inspection, insurance have advantages of
low cost. So whether the new ships could contract enough cargos become a key
point of in the success or failure in ship investment. Subsequently there were
occurrence of many other political and occasional events affecting the shipping
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market and ship investment. For example, President Bush took office in 2001, the
same year the incident occurred in 9.11, followed by a war on terrorism, the
international political situation was some kind of turmoil and unrest. This affected
the world economy and trade; also affected the world shipping market, which
expressed as reduced Orders to new ships, ship price slumped (Andreassen, 1990).
Again in September 2002, 29 major coast ports in the U.S. West Coast were shut
down due to labor disputes, the event had great impact on the economy on official
sector and hit the shipping market worldwide (Mobey, Parker, 2002). World
shipping market took a hit, because of the need to defer container transport;
shipping companies had cut capacity, which reduced investment in ships.

(4) Natural, Social & Cultural EIFs
As the company s advantageous geographical location shanghai had been on the
progressive development of an international shipping center, where a broad base
of support was set up for imports and exports (Papadopoulos, 1994). Shipping
industry had become one of the economic pillars, which supported by the
government and the community.

(5) Market competitive and Company development EIFs
As the company s main direction had been the Pacific route, via Australia to
Europe and the international triangular routes, in particular they were going to
make significant increase in trade with the U.S. Therefore, investing in new large
container ship was in the direction of the company s development. However
increasingly fierce competition would in these routes.

(6)Shipbuilding market EIFs
The Shipping capacity balance between supply and demands are influenced by the
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shipbuilding and ship-breaking markets (Lin, 1998). When the ship-breaking also
called recycling is greatly increased the market will inevitably lead to reduced
supply capacity, so as to stimulate increased investment in the ship. As
containerships in 1996 were like a new troop, and the average age of the ships was
generally younger, so the number of recycling container ships was very small.
(See figure 11)
World Total Cellular Demolition Numbers
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Figure 11-World Total Containership Demolition Numbers18
Source: Drawn by author:
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(7) Other EIFs
Shipping market was in decline in the level of actual freight rates, but higher than
required freight rates; Large state-owned shipping enterprises were given more
favorable shipping policy, implemented a number of tax exemptions, which
reduced the cost of the shipping company; Control of the macroeconomic
situation was good at that time, there was a non-inflationary phenomenon, capital
amount would not be devalued so as to make the actual investment rate of return
not to reduce.

18 Source: Clarkson ship data: SRO_Spring 2010_Section _3, Page 108-109
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4.3.2 EIFs Fuzzy Subordinative Degree for Environmental Index Calculation
Table 16-EIFs Fuzzy Subordinative Degree for Environmental Index Calculation

Source: Drawn by author:
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The environmental index19 in this case is 2.87764910 (the highest index value of
environmental factors is 4) which means the ship investment environment was
not satisfying of the time.

The adverse environmental factors are listed below:
(a) This ship investment was in a period of economic recession, while the cost of
the new ships maintenance was high; once the ship was idle economic loss was
great;
(b) As the fierce competition led to the ship s freight rates was not satisfying;
The advantageous environmental factors are listed below:
(c) The investment met the needs of the company s development;
(d) The investment adapted to fierce shipping market competition;
(e) The economic macro-control was good; there was a non-inflationary
phenomenon;
(f) The X shipping company made full use of the favorable fiscal policy.

4.3.3 Case Conclusion

The investment of a new building 5400TEU container ships, after two-year
construction period it was launched to the market, but from 1998-1999 the
shipping market still remained depressed. We can clearly find out the trend from
figure 2, figure 3 in Chapter 2. Although ship investment in the long run, average
costs and risks compared to that of other large-scale fixed assets investment is
considerable satisfying. However for this case the X Company had not grasped
the investment of time and thus it verified the investment environment analysis of
the ship investment is of great significance.
19 The fuzzy subordinative degreed of each EIF was retrieved from the questionnaire sent to
exports in Appendix 1
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

Companies ship investment directly determine the future allocation of resources,
the producing content, structure and capacity, further more, efficiency in ship
investment will also affect the long-term business. As the large amount of
investment in ships, long project cycle, long service life, influences of investment
decisions are complex and affect broadly.

Ship investment decisions involving military requirements related to the country s
foreign trade policy, technology policy, energy policy, overall transport
development strategy and planning, but it also have relations to the national
conditions and national strength; it s need to take into account of overall
economic efficiency in the transport system and the country or other social sectors
outside the industry. Therefore, as ship investment decision-makers, they must
establish a ship investment of time and space view.

5.1 Time-Space-View of Ship Investment

First ship investment is an investment, not just a simple purchase of the ship; we
should hold a view of an investor on building a ship, which needs tens of millions,
or hundreds of millions. It is not simply increase of the shipping capacity, it
should take comprehensive account of financial status, capacity demand and the
environmental EIFs from the actual figures below the Time-Space-View of ship
investment can be better understood. (See figure 12)
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Y

X

Z

X

Financial status; Y Capacity demand; Z EIFs

Figure 12-Time-Space-View of Ship Investment
Source: Drawn by author:
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From figure 12, we can easily find that the shipping company investment
activities are influenced by financial status, the company's capacity demand and
EIFs.
The financial situation of the enterprise which is the primary condition for
investment decisions; capacity demands are outside power for the shipping
company to do the investment; EIFs-the environmental impact factors play a key
role in successful or failed ship investment. Ship in vestment decision-making
should be conducted according to scientific decision-making process, considering
the financial status, shipping capacity demands and the environment factors.

5.2 Flexible Selection of Different Forms of Investment

For the entire ship market, there is only way to increase capacity is to build new
ships. But for a shipping company, the increase in capacity may have a variety of
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ways. When shipping companies really need to increase capacity in a short term,
but the environmental index is not that good for ordering new ships, they can
select different and flexible investment approaches.

5.2.1 Different Approaches of Ship Investment

For a shipping company, it will have a variety of ways to increase the capacity
that is to buy new ships or to buy second-hand ships or even to charter ships.
Their costs and profitability of each are not equal and the business risks and
financial risks are different as well.
In a certain period of time, It s is really a problem whether to charter ships or to
purchase second-hand ships or to order new ship. Following investment plan can
be used as a reference.

5.2.2 Table of the Approaches of Ship Investment

The studies in the previous charters show that the environmental impact of ship
investment results; the macro environmental and micro environmental, as well as
other

direct

related

environmental

factors

constitute

a

comprehensive

environmental systems, with the investment climate index to measure the ship
investment. Shipping companies must refer to the ship investment environment
index to select an optimal investment approach in order to avoid risk and obtain
the maximum economic benefit. The table below is the matrix of environment
index and ship investment approaches.
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Table 17-Environment Index & Ship Investment Approaches Matrix
Environment

Good

Fair

Bad

New building

Yes

No

No

Secondhand

Yes

Yes

No

Chartering

Yes

Yes

Yes

Index

Way of
Investment

Source: Drawn by author:
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Table 16 expresses that when the environment index is good shipping companies
can choose any approach to invest, then if the environment index is fair, shipping
companies may pick the approaches of secondhand ship or chartering. Finally,
when the environment index is bad, the chartering may be the best choice for
shipping companies.

5.3 Recommendations

For ship Investment, first of all, as ship investment decision-makers it is a must to
establish a time and space view of ship investment. They should hold a position of
an investor on shipbuilding investment, not only to increase the market shipping
capacity but also take comprehensive account of financial status, capacity
demands and environmental impact factors.

Second, careful analysis of investment environment based on qualitative and
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quantitative analysis to conduct a more scientific and more accurate research
Finally, as shipping companies, they should learn to choose investment
approaches according to different investment environment.

Only then, ship investment decision-makers can avoid the adverse ship investment
phenomenon and improve the quality of ship investment decisions then receive a
very good investment result
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Appendix 1

Questionnaire on Environmental Index Weights and Fuzzy Subordinative
Degree

Dear Experts:

In order to use the environmental impact factors to do the comprehensive
assessment on ship investment decision-making. I selected several factors listed in
table 1 to make up the environmental index. Please give out the weights and fuzzy
subordinative degree on below factors according to your knowledge and
experience.
Tank you very much for your support and help in this research work during your
busy work time!

1. Weights Investigating

Table 1 Environmental Index System
The first level

The second level

Macro-environment
Y1

Micro-environment
Y2
Other direct related
environment
Y3

The third level
X1-political and legal EIFs
X2-economic EIFs
X3-technical EIFs
X4-natural EIFs
X5-social and cultural EIFs
A1-market competitive EIFs
A2-shipbuilding market EIFs
A3-actual freight rate EIFs
B1-enterprise development EIFs
B2-payment EIFs
B3-cargo capital tied up EIFs
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Table 2 AHP Criterion s Value
Value of aij

Interpretation

1

Objective i and j are equally important

3

Objective i is slightly more important than j

5

Objective i is strongly more important than j

7

Objective i is very strongly more important than j

9

Objective i is absolutely more important than j

To obtain the weights, we begin by forming a matrix; known as the pairwise
comparison matrix and we can name it as A. The entry in row i and column j of A,
labeled aij, indicates how much more (or less) important objective i is than
objective j.

Table 2 Macro-environment Pairwise Comparison Matrix

Y1

X1

X1

1

X2

X2

X3

X4

X5

1

X3

1

X4

1

X5

1
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Table 3 Micro-environment Pairwise Comparison Matrix

Y2

A1

A1

1

A2

A2

A3

1

A3

1

Table 4 Other Direct Related Environments Pairwise Comparison Matrix

Y3

B1

B1

1

B2

B2

B3

1

B3

1

Table 5 Environmental Index Systems Pairwise Comparison Matrix

Ie

Y1

Y1

1

Y2

Y2

Y3

1

Y3

1
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2. Fuzzy Subordinative Degree Investigating

Please give out the fuzzy subordinative degree of each environmental factor
according to the background of the ship investment of X shipping company of
which the material I ve send to you already and the X shipping company case will
be the same one in my research paper in Chapter 4.
Generally, the four numbers below express:
1= bad

2= normal

3= better

4= good

But under each factors in table 6, detailed meanings have been given out for your
easy reference.
Abbreviations:
P&L-political and legal EIFs;
E-economic EIFs;
T-technical EIFs;
N-natural EIFs;
S&C-social and cultural EIFs;
MC-market competitive EIFs;
SM-shipbuilding market EIFs;
AFR-actual freight rate EIFs;
ED-enterprise development EIFs;
P-payment EIFs;
CCTU-cargo capital tied up EIFs;
AFR-actual freight rate;
RFR-required freight rate
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Table 6 Fuzzy Subordinative Degree for Environmental Index
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Appendix 2

Summary of formulae
First, metric A can be defined as:
 a11 a12 Κ a1n 


 a 21 a 22 Λ a 2 n 
A=
Μ Μ Μ Μ



a
 n1 a n 2 Λ a nn 
(1) aii=1, (i = 1,2,Λ , n )
(2) aji=1/aij , (i, j = 1,2,Λ , n )
(3) aij>0, (i, j = 1,2,Λ , n )
Second, pair wise comparison matrix A should be normalized to A*.
aij * =

aij

.

n

∑a
i =1

(i, j = 1,2,Λ , n )

ij

n

Third, the weight for each criterion should be: Wi =

Then

∑a
j =1

checking for consistency should be completed.

(1) AW
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n

ij

*

(i, j = 1,2,Λ , n )

 a11 a12 Κ a1n   W1 
  

 a 21 a 22 Λ a 2 n   W2 
•
AW = 
Μ Μ Μ Μ   Μ
  

 W 
a
a
Λ
a
n
n
nn
1
2
  n

(2)

max

max

n

( AW )i

i =1

nWi

=∑

(3) CI
−n
n −1

CI =

max

(4) CR
CR =

CI
RI

RI can be retrieved in the table of average random index value, if CR =

CI
<0.10,
RI

CR enjoys a satisfying result.
Average random index value
n

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

RI

0

0

0.52

0.89

1.12

1.26

1.36

1.41

1.45

1.49

1.52

1.54
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Appendix 3

Table 3-Macro-environment Pairwise Comparison Matrix
Y1

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

∑ XI

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5

1
9
7
5
2

1/9
1
1/5
1/6
1/7

1/7
5
1
1/4
1/5

1/5
6
4
1
1/3

1/2
7
5
3
1

0.0359
0.5390
0.2433
0.1235
0.0583

CR= 0.86803567
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Appendix 4

Table 4-Micro-environment Pairwise Comparison Matrix
Y2

A1

A2

A3

∑A

A1

1

9

5

0.7352

A2

1/9

1

1/4

0.0654

A3

1/5

4

1

0.1994

CR=0.06965829
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Appendix 5

Table 5-Other Direct Related Environment Pairwise Comparison Matrix
Y3

B1

B2

B3

∑B

B1

1

5

9

0.7352

B2

1/5

1

4

0.1994

B3

1/9

1/4

1

0.0654

CR=0.06965829
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Appendix 6

Table 6- Environmental Index System Pairwise Comparison Matrix
Ie

Y1

Y2

Y3

∑ YI

Y1

1

1/6

1/3

0.1154

Y2

6

1

1/7

0.2731

Y3

3

7

1

0.6115

CR= 0.86803567
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